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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF SPACE-RELATED DATA



tion or of the direction of view of the observer to provide the impression of a continuous movement of that observer. The object of the present invention is to make available a method and a device for representing space-related data



which [ [enables] ] enable the data to be represented in any pre-selected image resolution in the way in which the object



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the origi nal patent but forms no part of the ?rst and this reissue



[has] would have been seen by an observer with a selectable



speci?cation; matter printed in italics indicates the addi tions made by the ?rst reissue. Matter enclosed in double heavy brackets appears in the ?rst reissue patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?cation; matter printed in bold face indicates the additions made by this



location and selectable direction of view. A further object of



the invention is to keep the [outlay] e?brl required for gener ating an image so low that the image generation takes place so rapidly that upon alteration of the location and/ or of the



direction of view of the observer, the impression of [ [con tinuos] ] continuous movement above the object arises.



reissue.



[ [This object is] ] These objects are achieved by the method according to the invention in the preamble in con



The invention relates to a method and a device for pictorial



representation of space-related data, particularly geographi



junction with the [ [characterising] ] characterizing features



cal data of ?at or physical objects. Such methods are used for



of claim 1, and by the corresponding device. In the method according to the invention the space-related



example for [ [visualising] ] visualizing topographic or meteorological data in the form of weather maps or weather forecast ?lms. Further ?elds of application arise from tour ism, in tra?ic control, as navigation aids and in studio tech



data are called up, stored and/or generated in spatially dis 20



nology. Representations of geographical information are generated according to prior art by using a so-called paintbox. The latter generates from given geographical information maps of a



generate space-related data. The portion of the object to be observed, the ?eld of view, is determined from the selected 25



desired area, which are then selectably altered, and for



example can be [ [coloured or emphasised] ] colored or emphasized according to states, or even represented in an



altered projection. Another system for generating views of a topography is



suf?cient for a representation with the desired image resolu



Electronic maps, such as are marketed today on CD-ROM 35



[an investigation is carried out into] a check for suf?cient



tested section [is carried] [ [out] ] into further partial sections 40



lines or rivers.



All the [names] named methods and devices for [ [visual



is performed as described above. If the entire representation has the desired image resolution or if in the spatially distrib uted data sources no further data of a higher resolution are



ising] ] visualizing geographical data [ [utilise] ] utilize 45



example possible to provide representations which have been generated on the basis of electronically stored maps in navi gation systems with the actual cloud distribution over this area. On the other hand, ?ight simulators, due to the limited availability of memory space, are limited to representing narrowly de?ned areas with a pre-?xed resolution. As representations from the previously known system are



tion. If this is not the case for one of the sections, further data with a ?ner resolution are called up, transmitted and centrally stored from at least one of the spatially distributed data sources, and the section is shown with the new data. In turn



image resolution and possibly a further sub-division of the



various views of the area, but are restricted to mapping topo



?xed data sets in order to generate the desired images. The resolution of the representation is therefore limited to the resolution of the data sets stored in a memory unit. Further, only those space-related data can be observed which are provided in the respective data bank. Thus it is not for



sections and an investigation is undertaken for each indi vidual section to see whether the data within the section are



case, starting from a ?ctitious observation point from the cockpit of an aircraft, a view of the surroundings is generated.



graphical features such as the con?guration of roads, railway



location and the selected direction of view of the observer. Then a ?rst data set, which has a coarse spatial resolution, is called up from at least one of the spatially distributed data sources, transmitted and centrally stored, and the ?eld of view is shown. If the resolution of the representation is below the



desired image resolution, the ?eld of view is divided into 30



found in [ [the] ] known ?ight [simulator] simulators. In this



memories, or navigation systems in terrestrial vehicles, like wise generate from [[a]] ?xed databases a diagrammatic [ [vies] ] vieW of the geography of a desired area. These systems however do not have the capacity for representing



tributed data sources. These data sources include for example data memories and/or other data sources which call up and/or



present, then the method is terminated. The device according to the invention for carrying out this method accordingly comprises a display unit and an input unit for the location and the direction of view of the observer. The device according to the invention further has a plurality of spatially distributed data sources, a central data memory, and a data transmission network between these and [the] an



50



evaluation unit, in order to determine the representation of the data on the display unit from the centrally stored data.



In comparison to previous systems, the method according to the invention has considerable advantages. By virtue of the fact that the data are called up, generated and/ or stored in a 55



spatially distributed manner, the magnitude of the available



representation.



database is not limited by the size of the central data memory. In principle the amount of available data in the method according to the invention is therefore not limited, and can be extended at will. The access speed to the spatially distributed data is thus to a large extent independent of the size of the database.



Due to the large quantities of data to be processed in the systems according to prior art, the generation of an image is



In particular, due to the spatially distributed call-up and storage of the data, servicing and updating of the database can



based on a ?xed set of [memorised] stored data and therefore the space-related data cannot be stored at any optional reso



lution, none of the present systems is capable of representing different space information as desired with any resolution and at the same time incorporating actual information into the



either extremely costly in time, or is limited to the represen tation of restricted information. Consequently it is not pos sible with the previously known systems to provide an image generation rate which is suf?cient upon alteration of the loca



60



be effected in a distributed manner and preferably in the 65



vicinity of the spatial area which is represented by the data which are called up and/or stored in a spatially distributed manner.
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3 Representation of the ?eld of vieW requires in the indi



of vieW, While for objects, Whose three-dimensional exten



vidual areas of the ?eld of vieW different spatial resolutions of the data, for example depending on Whether a portion of the ?eld of vieW is in the immediate vicinity of the observer or at a great distance therefrom. The method according to the invention leads to a situation in Which the data for the ?eld of vieW to be shoWn are called up from the spatially distributed data sources only in the accuracy necessary for representation of the ?eld of vieW With



sion must be taken into account, an octant tree is particularly suitable. By means of this sub-division according to a ?xed scheme, each section of the object can be given a ?xed address, the address of a section arising for example from the address of the master section, to Which there is added for the sub-sec tions a further numeral, for example 0, l, 2 and 3 for each of the four sub-sections of the quadrant tree, or the numerals 0 to 7 for each of the sub-sections of an octant tree. With a per



the desired image resolution, i.e. for example With high spa



manently constant number of data per section, the number of



tial resolution for close areas of the ?eld of vieW or in loW spatial resolution in a vieW to the horiZon of a spherical



points in a section address at the same time determines the



spatial resolution level of the data. These sub-dividing processes can also be used along With one another, such an adaptive sub-division process being



object. The [ [number] ] amount of data necessary for repre sentation of the ?eld of vieW and thus to be stored centrally is



in principle determined by the image resolution selected and is thus substantially constant for each image. This applies for example independently of Whether the observer is at a great distance from the object or directly beside it and Whether the observer is looking frontally on to the object or in the direc



particularly suitable for spherical objects, Whose surface is imaged tWo-dimensionally. In the planar representation of a spherical surface, for example at the poles, the sphere can transfer from a quadrant tree to a binary tree. 20



Particularly suitable as objects are heavenly bodies such as



tion of the horizon. Therefore, the [outlay] e?brt required for



the planets of the solar system, Whose topography can be



data transmission for representing the various ?elds of vieW is



represented. Further space-related data of such objects include among other things meteorological or geological information, for example cloud distributions, political, eco nomic and social data and in particular [ [colour] ] color



to a large extent constant and restricted.



Furthermore, by means of the [ [number, reduced to a



minimum,] ] amount of data to be centrally stored being



25



information relating to the appearance of the heavenly bodies, as obtained for example for the earth from satellite images



reduced to a minimum as a result of the method according to



the invention, the memory requirement and computer time for



and for other planets, from images from space probes.



generating the pictorial representation is greatly reduced, so that an extremely rapid image build-up becomes possible. Advantageous further developments of the method accord



30



out both according to cartographic points of vieW or also as a



ing to the invention and of the device according to the inven tion are given in the dependent Claims.



globe. In order to provide pictorial representation of the surface of physical objects, tWo-dimensional representations are par



If a change in the location or of the direction of vieW of the



observer is input, thus the ?eld of vieW also changes. Imme diately after this alteration in ?eld of vieW, the method accord ing to the invention can be restarted. In this Way it is possible to generate a representation Which corresponds to the impres



35



ticularly suitable, as due to the reduction in the number of dimensions from three to tWo the number of co-ordinates to be processed and the data to be loaded is considerably reduced and thus the poWer of the method according to the invention and of the device according to the invention, for



40



example the image repetition rate during rapid movements of the observer, is improved. Such a representation in particular



sion of a moving observer. This can for example be used for



setting up a ?ight simulator. After each transmission and central storage of data, an image representation results, even if the data are insu?icient to make possible the desired image resolution. As a result,



Consequently, any further geographically related data can be represented. The representation may in this case be carried



is suf?cient When the images are shoWn on a tWo-dimensional screen or another tWo -dimensional medium.



In order also to display three-dimensional information in



even if the method is interrupted due to an alteration in the



?eld of vieW and neWly begun for a neW ?eld of vieW, the data for an image, even at loW resolution, are alWays available. Thus if the observer moves extremely rapidly, the case is avoided in Which no [further] image is shoWn. Thus the observer is not limited as [ [regards] ] to his



45



travelling speed and yet it is ensured that an image is alWays



50



tWo-dimensional images, the tWo-dimensional basic layer may be supplemented With other tWo-dimensional layers, upon Which the further information is displayed. Particularly suitable as a model for tWo-dimensional imag ing of the surface of physical bodies is a geometric model in Which the surface is sub-divided into polygons. In the topo



graphic grid model the polygon grid imitates the topography



shoWn.



It is particularly advantageous if the same [ [number] ]



of the surface. By means of this display the provision of the



amount of data, ie data With the same uniform resolution,



tWo co-ordinates of a grid point is su?icient to produce a



are basically [ [also] ] alWays called up fora section. [ [Due] ] In this Way, due to the division and thus reduction in siZe of



spatial relationship betWeen various data and the surface of 55



the object displayed.



the sections during the method according to the invention,



The data are noW displayed on the background of this grid.



[ [in this Way] ] continuous re?nement of the data during the



Particularly simple is the display of height information by the



course of the method according to the invention is achieved. After alteration in the ?eld of vieW, in order to reduce the



vertices). Satellite images or information on cloud formations



central storage requirement, the hi gh-resolution data no longer required can be removed from the central memory. If



application of various [ [colours] ] colors ([ [colour] ] color 60



grid squares, (adaptive grids) then it is possible [hetter] to



hoWever a data set With coarse resolution Which represents the



[resolve and] display speci?c areas [such], like, for example,



entire object is permanently retained in the central memory, the representation can be improved With rapid alterations in ?eld of vieW. For objects to be vieWed in the plane, the binary or the quadrant tree is suitable as a sub-division method for the ?eld



can also be laid over this grid ([ [texturising] ] texturizing). If the grid is not equidistant but applied With different siZes of



65



areas With intense height alterations with better resolution. The spatially distributed raised and/or stored data of the



spatially distributed data sources canbe provided at the points of their raising and/or storage With references, Which indicate
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FIG. 6: [ [the interconnection of individual data sections by



the storage points for data of adj acent areas or further data on the same area. If such links (hyperlinks) of the spatially distributed data exist betWeen one another, the central system



transverse references] ] a diagram of the sub-division of the ?eld of View into sections according to the model of an octant tree;



requires no knowledge of the exact spatial storage points for



FIG. 7: [ [the categorisation of the ?eld of vieW into differ



all data of the object, as it is linked, originating from one of the spatially distributed stores, to the further data. In principle, the location and the direction of vieW of the



ent detail levels]] the interconnection of individual data



sections by transverse references; FIG. 8: a cartographic vieW of a cloud distribution on the



observer is not limited. Consequently the observer can move from a vieW With extremely limited resolution, e. g. the earth from space, to a vieW of individual atoms. The range of spatial resolutions covers many orders of magnitude. In order to



earth; FIG. 9: a vieW of a cloud distribution on the earth as a



globe; FIG. 10: a vieW of the earth as a globe With cloud distribu



enable any resolutions [ [also With] ]While also using evalu



tion;



ating devices Which operate intemally With a limited numeri cal precision, for example With computers With an address



FIG. 11: a vieW of a portion of the earth With temperature indicator tables. FIG. 1 shoWs the construction of a device according to the



space limited to 32 bits and/or ?oating-point vieW limited to 32 bits for numbers, after an alteration in the location and of the angle of vieW of the observer, the data are converted to a



invention for displaying geographically related data of the earth. The device comprises a plurality of spatially distributed



neW co-ordinate system With a neW co-ordinate origin. Dur



ing a continuous movement of the observer therefore the co-ordinates of the data are constantly subjected to co-ordi



data sources 4, a data transmission netWork, a plurality of 20



determining the display of the centrally stored space-related



nate transformation. If the data of areas adjoining the ?eld of vieW are perma



units data (evaluation 5. This device units),according and a plurality to the of invention display makes it



nently centrally stored in a higher resolution, or if a probabil ity assessment is carried out for a future alteration in the ?eld



of vieW, and the data of the areas With the highest probability are previously called up, transmitted and centrally stored, the representation can be accelerated With the desired image resolution upon a rapid alteration in the ?eld of vieW. The data illustrated by the method according to the inven tion, in addition to data of real properties of the system observed, can also contain models, for example CAD models of buildings, or animated objects. The representation of spa



tially related data, for example temperature measurement values, can also be effected by display tables inserted into the illustration. Furthermore, it is possible to move from illus trated space related spatially distributed stored data to the



representation of directly generated material. Thus for example, instead of shoWing spatially distributed stored sat



devices 1, 2 and 3 as central memories[ [,] ] and devices for



25



possible for a plurality of evaluation units 1, 2 and 3 [ [simul taneously] ] together to access the common spatially distrib uted data sources 4.



The data transmission device comprises a transmission netWork With lines 6, 7 and 8. The netWork has various types of conduit. The conduits 6 serve as a collecting netWork for 30



transmitting data from the spatially distributed data sources 4. The conduits 7 serve as an interchange netWork for rapid



interchange of information betWeen individual nodes and the conduits 8 serve as a supply netWork for supplying the screen



vieW from the evaluation devices 1, 2 and 3 to the display unit 35



5.



40



The nodes are in turn sub-divided into primary nodes 1, secondary nodes 2, and tertiary nodes 3. In this case a primary node is connected both to the interchange netWork 7 and also via the conduits 6 directly to the spatially distributed data sources and by the conduit 8 directly With the display unit 5.



ellite images of the earth, direct camera images from a satel



The secondary node [ [8] ]2 is connected only With the inter



lite can be shoWn, or instead of the illustration of a public



change netWork 7 and directly via the conduits 8 With the display unit 5. The tertiary node 3 has only one connection to the display unit 5 and to the interchange netWork 7.



place, images of the place generated by a running camera can be shoWn. In this case the satellite represents one of the spatially distributed data sources.



45



Systems of the company Silicon Graphics (SGI Onyx)



For data transmission from the spatially distributed data



Were used as a node computer. This computer is capable of



sources to the central memory, asynchronous transmission methods are suitable. because of their high data transmission



displaying more than 5[,]00,000 [[texturised]] texturized triangles per second and consequently is suitable for rapid picture build-up. It operates With ?oating-point vieWs With a 32 bit representation. As this accuracy in the present example



rate in particular. Embodiments of the method according to the invention and of the device according to the invention are given by Way of



50



is insuf?cient for example to folloW a movement of an



observer from space continuously doWn to a [ [centimetre] ]



example in the folloWing: FIG. 1: a structure of a device according to the invention; FIG. 2: a device according to the invention;



FIG. 3: [ [a diagram of the sub-division of the ?eld of vieW in tWo sections according to the model of a quadrant tree] ]



55



the vicinity of the observer. The geographical data required for the image are called up and transmitted via the collecting netWork 6 from the spatially distributed memories 4. The spatially distributed memories



the categorization of the ?eld of View into different detail



levels; FIG. 4: [ [a diagram of an adaptive sub-division of the ?eld of vieW into a binary or quadrant structure] ] a diagram of the



60



sub-division of the ?eld of View in tWo sections according to the model of a quadrant tree;



are preferably located in the vicinity of the areas on the earth Whose data they contain. In this Way the data are detected, stored and serviced at the point Where a knoWledge of the



properties to be represented by the data, [ [such for example



FIG. 5: [ [a diagram of the sub-division of the ?eld of vieW into sections according to the model of an octant tree]] a diagram of an adaptive sub-division of the ?eld of View into a binary or quadrant structure;



centimeter resolution on the earth, the co-ordinates of the data during such a movement Were continuously converted to a neW co-ordinate system With a coordinate origin located in



as]] such as, for example, topography, political or social 65



information, etc. is most precise. Further data sources are located at the points Where further data are detected or



assembled, [ [such for example as] ] such as, for example,
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meteorological research stations Which collect and process information received from satellites. A characteristic feature of the data How in the collector



tion of the data centrally stored therein and sends this trans mission for vieWing over the supply netWork 8 to the display device 5.



netWork 6 is that the data How is in one direction. The Internet



If the node 3 then ascertains that the required screen reso



lution has not been achieved With the centrally stored data, it divides the ?eld of vieW according to the model of the quad



or ISDN lines Were used for this netWork.



The interchange netWork 7 serves to interchange data betWeen individual nodes. By means of close-meshed con nection of the individual nodes, the netWork can be secured



rant tree into four sections and checks each section to see



transmission rate in both directions, a permanent connection Was used here With an asynchronous transmission protocol With a transmission rate Which is greater than 35 MBit/s. Satellite connections are also suitable for the interchange netWork 7.



Whether, by representation of the data contained in the sec tions, the required image resolution has been achieved. If the required image resolution is not achieved, the node 3 calls up further data for this section. This method is repeated for each section until the required image resolution is achieved in the entire vieW. Call-up of the data is effected in this example alWays With the same resolution of 128x128 points. Due to the sub-division of a section into four respective sub-sections,



In the supply netWork 8, substantially all of the image data required for representation are transmitted to the display



therefore, in each data transmission data are loaded Which have a spatial accuracy four times higher.



device 5. Consequently a high data transmission rate of up to 2 MBit/ s is required in the direction of the display unit, Which is enabled by intrinsic asynchronous connections or by bun



an observer Whose ?eld of vieW is limited by the tWo lines 17.



against the failure of individual conduits or against load peaks. As the interchange netWork 7 must guarantee a high



FIG. 3 shoWs diagrammatically the vieW of an object 18 by 20



As the pictorial representation remains the same, the required



dling ISDN connections.



spatial resolution of the data depends on its distance from the



FIG. 2 shoWs tWo nodes connected by an interchange net Work 7, a primary node 1 and a tertiary node 3. An input medium 10 for input of the location and the direction of vieW of the observer is connected via the supply netWork 8 to the tertiary node 3. A collector netWork 6 and a camera 9, Which can be controlled by the input medium 10, is connected to the



observer. For objects located directly in front of the observer, data must be available With a greater spatial resolution than



for objects further removed, in order to reach this image 25



according to the model of the quadrant tree. The object



node computer 1. The input medium 10 [comprised] consists ofa three-dimensional track ball in conjunction With a space mouse With six degrees of freedom, in order to be able to alter both the location and the direction of vieW of the observer. Automatic position-?xing systems can also be considered as further input media, such as are used in navigation aids for



entered extends Within the ?eld of vieW over three resolution 30



motor vehicles or aircraft.



In this embodiment given by Way of example, a tWo-di mensional polygon grid model is used to display the data,
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shoW the ?eld of vieW With this image resolution a height value is required every 150 m and an image value of a surface every 15 m. From this there arises a central storage require ment of approximately 35.6 MBytes, in order to store all the



surface or geopolitical data or actual or stored meteorological



may be shoWn at different points in time, so that a type of



required information for shoWing the image.



“time journey” [ [could] ] may be produced. 45



If hoWever one is located in space and has the northern



hemisphere fully in ?eld of vieW, then there is required for a representation With the same image resolution a height value



example, temperature information, Were masked in as dis play tables into the vieW. For certain areas, CAD-models of buildings Were available, Which Were inserted into the vieW. Then the location of the observer could be displaced at Will in



these [ [CAD-modelled] ] CAD-modeled buildings.



sections only in the accuracy required for image resolution, the [ [number] ] amount of centrally stored data depends substantially [ [only] ] on the desired image resolution.



should be greater than 3,000>


data. Images of the same point on the earth surface [ [Were] ]



Data in tabular form, [ [such for example as] ] such as, for



stages in all. The data for the area of the object belonging to the ?eld of vieW must therefore be loaded With greater spatial resolution in the direction of the observer. By virtue of the fact that the data are centrally stored in



If for example one is located approximately 1,000 m above the earth surface, the ?eld of vieW has an extent of approxi mately 50 km>


Which serves as a tWo-dimensional co-ordinate system for



positioning the data. [ [There Were used as data] ] Data to be displayed includes, for example satellite images, i.e. infor mation relating to the [[colouring]] coloring of the earth



resolution. FIG. 3 shoWs in all four different sub-division stages



every 50 km and an image value of the surface every 5 km. In all there arises a central storage requirement of 39.2 MBytes, 50



Which lies in the same order of magnitude as the storage



Via position-?xing systems, symbols, for example for



requirement for representation of the vieW of the earth surface



ships, aircraft or motor vehicles, in their instantaneous geo graphical positions, can be inserted into this system and/or animated. There Was used, as a model for sub-dividing the ?eld of vieW into sections and of these sections into further sections,



from a height of 1,000 m in the section 50 km>


55



a quadrant tree in Which a progressive sub-division of an area



into respectively four sections is carried out.



vidual sub-sections 13 are numbered in the same Way and the



After selection of the earth as an object and input of a



location and a direction of vieW in the [[?nal]] display device 5, the node 3 determines the ?eld of vieW of the observer and calls up the data via the interchange netWork 7 and the nodes 1 and 2. These nodes in turn call up, via the



60



example l28>


collecting netWork 6, from the spatially distributed data sources 4 or for example from the camera 9, the required data and transmit them over the interchange netWork 7 to the node 3 for central storage. The node 3 determines the representa



numbers thus obtained are pre?xed to the numbers of the master section. With a permanently identical resolution of for



65



level of spatial precision of the data. An advantage in this type of address formation is [[fur ther]] that each further section of the object to be repre sented has a ?xed address Which to a great extent simpli?es the search for the associated data.
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10 cloud information was used for image generation, there was a view close to reality of the earth from space at the time of



FIG. 5 shows how a binary tree can be mixed with a



quadrant tree in order to generate an adaptive sub-division model. In the upper row of the squares the sub-division is shown in two slave sections 4 and 5 (vertical) or 6 and 7



image generation.



(horizontal). In the lower part of the drawing there is shown a further sub-division of the section 4 into an elongate upper portion 46 and two lower portions 40 and 43. The section [33] 43 is then again sub-divided according to the model of a quadrant tree into four slave sections. Such an adaptive sub division model can for example be used in representing the earth in a two-dimensional model in the region of the poles.



can [ [Caribbean] ] Gulf coast, as it would have appeared to



FIG. 11 shows a view generated in this way of the Ameri an observer looking north in an orbit close to the earth above



the [[Caribbean]] Gulf of Mexico. In addition, the actual temperature data of selected points present in tabular form were entered in display tables into the image. These tempera ture data were called up and transmitted through the inter



change network from various meteorological research sta tions at various points.



FIG. 6 shows a sub-division according to an octant tree for a representation based on a three-dimensional geometrical model. Here a section 14 or a space is sub-divided into eight



What is claimed is:



spatial sub-sections 15. By means of the method according to the invention, consequently here also the data of just the



l. A method of providing a pictorial representation of space-related data of a selectable object, the representation corresponding to [the] a view of the object by an observer



spatial areas are called up in a higher accuracy, at which it is



required in order to obtain the desired image resolution. Here also the same number of points, for example l28>


with a selectable location and a selectable direction of view 20



(a) providing a plurality of spatially distributed data sources for storing space-related data;



each section, so that during sub-division of a master section



14 into eight slave sections 15 an improved spatial accuracy of the data in the region of the individual slave sections 15 results.



(b) determining a ?eld of view including [the] an area of



the object to be represented through [the] a selection of [the] a distance of the observer to the object and [the] an angle of view of the observer to the object; (c) requesting data for the ?eld of view from at least one of the plurality of spatially distributed data sources;



FIG. 7 shows a model for the use of references (so-called “hyperlinks”) on different section planes. The individual sec



tions have references 16 to the storage point both of the data of adjacent sections and also of the data on other topics, but with the same spatial association. In this way, proceeding from the data of a section, data relating to the adjacent section



30



(d) centrally storing the data for the ?eld of view; (e) representing the data for the ?eld of view in a pictorial representation having one or more sections; (f) using a computer, dividing each of the one or more



or further data over the same section can be determined. In



particular, the node 3 can call up the data of a section next to



a section known to it without having intrinsic knowledge of the storage points of the adjacent section data. In this way the



comprising:



35



sections having image resolutions below a desired image resolution into a plurality of smaller sections, requesting



higher resolution [ [space related] ] space-related data



spatially distributed data call-up and storage systems may be



for each of the smaller sections from at least one of the



expanded or updated at will, without the central store and



plurality of spatially distributed data sources, centrally



evaluation units taking knowledge of the alteration during each such alteration. FIGS. 8 to 11 show views of the earth generated by a method using a quadrant tree. The required data were called up from spatially distributed databases of research institutes.



storing the higher resolution [ [space related]] space 40



view in [a] the pictorial representation; and (g) repeating step (f), dividing the sections into smaller sections, until every section has the desired image reso lution or no higher image resolution data is available.



FIG. 8 shows a view of cloud distribution on the earth



surface as detected by a weather satellite. A cylindrical pro jection was used as a form of representation. The upper edge



related data, and representing the data for the ?eld of



45



2. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, further including altering the selectable location and per



represents the north pole and the lower edge the south pole. A



forming the steps (b) through (g).



two-dimensional topographic grid network of the earth sur



3. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 2, further including determining the data and/ or the co-ordi



face was selected as a representational model. As the cloud



layer usually is at a distance from the earth surface, the cloud



50



nates of the data in terms of a new co-ordinate system.



view of the earth surface. Thus there results, despite the only



4. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, further including altering the selectable direction of the



two-dimensional view for an observer, a possibility close to



view and performing the steps (b) through (g).



distribution was shown on a second layer located out-with the



reality of approaching the earth surface “through” the cloud layer. Data generated by satellite surveillance systems of



55



5. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 4, further including determining the data and/ or the co-ordi



meteorological research institutes were used as data sources



nates of the data in terms of a new co-ordinate system.



for the actual cloud distribution existing at the time of the



has been shown as a globe, as it would appear to an observer 60



6. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, wherein the step (f) further includes requesting data of a uniform resolution for each of the smaller sections. 7. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



[[is]] in space. FIG. 10 shows a view of the same cloud distribution in connection with a representation of the land



1, wherein the steps (c) and (f) further include requesting data not already centrally stored from only one of the spatially



masses of the earth as they would appear to an observer in



distributed data sources.



imaging. FIG. 9 shows the same cloud distribution. Now the earth



8. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



space. In order to show the view of the earth surface, the



topographical grid network was provided with [[colour]] color information from the pixel graphics of satellite images of the earth surface. As at the time of image generation actual
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1, wherein the step (f) further includes showing only the centrally stored data of each section with the highest spatial



density.
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12 28. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



9. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, wherein the step (f) further includes effecting the repre



1, wherein the steps (e) and (f) further include representing



sentation of the data in an optional pre-set form of represen tation.



the data With a polygonal grid model. 29. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



10. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, further including removing the data of a section from the



a model of the octant tree.



central store When the section passes out of the ?eld of vieW due to an alteration in the location or of the angle of the vieW. 1 1 . The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



1, wherein the steps (e) and (f) further include representing



28, wherein the step (f) comprises dividing the sections using 30. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim the data With a three-dimensional geometrical model of the



topography of the objects, the spatial relationship of the data being given by the provision of three co-ordinates on the



1, further including permanently centrally storing at least one full set of space-related data With a loW spatial resolution.



geometrical model.



12. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



31 . The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



1, further including not showing [ [the] ] regions of the object



1, wherein the space-related data include CAD models. 32. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



located With respect to the observer behind nontransparent areas of the object.



1, further including inserting animated objects into the picto rial representation.



13. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, wherein the step (f) comprises dividing each of the one or



33. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



more sections using a model of the binary tree.



14. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, wherein the step (f) comprises dividing each of the one or



1, further including inserting display tables into the pictorial 20



34. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



more sections using a model of the quadrant tree.



1 , further including inserting information and/or directly gen



erated image material into the representation. 3 5. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



15. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



1, wherein the step (f) comprises dividing the sections using a model of the octant tree.



representation.



25



[ [1] ] 34, wherein the directly generated image material



16. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, further including using an adaptive sub-division model



includes camera shots.



With a plurality of models used next to one another for sub



1, wherein the [ [space related] ] space-related data are pro



dividing the ?eld of vieW into smaller sections. 17. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, wherein the data are present as pixel graphics and/or as vector graphics and/or in tabular form. 18. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



1, wherein the object is a heavenly body. 19. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



3 6. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



30



vided With references to further spatial data. 37. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



1, wherein the [ [space related] ] space-related data are pro vided With references to thematically adjacent data. 3 8. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



1, wherein the [ [space related] ] space-related data are pro 35



vided With references to data of the same area With another



18, wherein the steps (e) and (f) further include [ [represen



resolution.



tating] ] representing the data With a two-dimensional polygonal geometrical model of the topography of the object,



1 further including determining a probability for [ [the] ]



3 9. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



the spatial relationship of the data being given by the provi sion of tWo co-ordinates on the polygonal geometrical model.



regions surrounding the ?eld of vieW that the regions Will pass 40



20. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 19, wherein height information is represented as color verti



into the ?eld of vieW When there is an alteration in the location or of the angle of vieW of the observer.



40. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



39 further including requesting and centrally storing the data



ces on the two-dimensional polygonal geometrical model. 21 . The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



of the areas With the highest probability.



19, wherein an adaptive topographical grid model is used, the spatial distance between tWo grid lines becoming smaller as the topographical altitude becomes greater. 22. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 19, wherein the step (f) further includes dividing each of the



45



one or more sections using a model of the quadrant tree.



50 data on a screen.



42. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, wherein the steps (e) and (f) further include showing the



23. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 22, wherein the step (f) further includes dividing each of the



43. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, wherein a plurality of computers can access the



plurality of spatially distributed data sources. 44. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in



one or more sections using an adaptive sub-division model



such that the sub-division merges into a binary tree at the



poles.



41 . The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



1, wherein the steps (c) and (f) further include transmitting data asynchronously.



55



claim 43, further including altering the selectable direc



tion of the View, performing the steps (b) through (g), and



24. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim



19, wherein in the two-dimensional polygonal grid model,



determining the data and/or the co-ordinates of the data



spatial data are shown on a plurality of different two-dimen



in terms of a new co-ordinate system.



sional layers. 25. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 18, wherein the representation in the steps (e) and (f) is in the form ofa globe. 26. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 18, wherein the representation in the steps (e) and (f) is in the form of cartographic form of representation. 27. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, wherein the object is the earth.



60



45. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 44, wherein a pictorial representation is provided to the observer when the selectable direction of the View is



altered and the steps (b) through (g) are performed. 46. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 43, further including altering the selectable location 65



of the View, performing the steps (b) through (g), and determining the data and/or the co-ordinates of the data in terms of a new co-ordinate system.
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47. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 46, wherein a pictorial representation is provided to



the ?eld of vieW from at least tWo of the plurality of spatially distributed data sources.



the observer When the selectable location of the vieW is



altered and the steps (b) through (g) are performed.



64. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 58, Wherein the step (c) includes requesting data for



48. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 43, Wherein the step (c) includes requesting data for



the ?eld of vieW from at least three of the plurality of spatially distributed data sources.



the ?eld of vieW from at least tWo of the plurality of spatially distributed data sources.



65. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 58, Wherein the step (c) includes requesting data for



49. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 43, Wherein the step (c) includes requesting data for



the ?eld of vieW from at least four of the plurality of spatially distributed data sources.



the ?eld of vieW from at least three of the plurality of spatially distributed data sources.



claim 58, further including inserting directly generated



66. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in



50. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 43, Wherein the step (c) includes requesting data for



image material into the representation, Wherein the



the ?eld of vieW from at least four of the plurality of spatially distributed data sources.



tured by a running camera.



directly generated image material includes images cap



51. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in



claim 43, further including inserting directly generated image material into the representation, Wherein the



directly generated image material includes images cap



20



tured by a running camera.



52. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 43, Wherein the space-related data are provided With references to thematically adjacent data. 53. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 52, Wherein the references are hyperlinks. 54. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 43, Wherein the space-related data are provided With references to further spatial data. 55. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 54, Wherein the references are hyperlinks. 56. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 43, Wherein said at least one of the spatially distrib uted data sources is located Where the space-related data is collected or processed.



25



claim 58, Wherein said at least one of the spatially distrib uted data sources is located Where the space-related data is collected or processed. 30



72. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 58, Wherein the steps (e) and (f) further include representing the data With a two-dimensional polygonal geometrical model of the topography of the object, the



35



sion of tWo co-ordinates on the polygonal geometrical model, and further Wherein in the tWo-dimensional polygonal grid model, space-related data are shoWn on a



spatial relationship of the data being given by the provi



57. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 43, Wherein the steps (e) and (f) further include representing the data With a tWo-dimensional polygonal



geometrical model of the topography of the object, the



spatial relationship of the data being given by the provi



40



sion of tWo co-ordinates on the polygonal geometrical model, and further Wherein in the tWo-dimensional polygonal grid model, space-related data are shoWn on a



plurality of different tWo-dimensional layers. 58. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the step (b) includes determining the



74. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the step (c) includes requesting data for 45



50



determining the data or the co-ordinates of the data in



60. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in



claim 59, Wherein the pictorial representation is provided 55



altered and the steps (b) through (g) are performed. 61. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 58, further including altering the selectable location



80. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in



claim 1, further including inserting directly generated image material into the representation. 81. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in



62. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in



claim 61, Wherein the pictorial representation is provided



claim 1, further including inserting directly generated



to the observer When the selectable location of the vieW is



63. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 58, Wherein the step (c) includes requesting data for



76. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the data are present as pixel graphics. 77. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the data are present as vector graphics. 78. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the data are present in tabular form. 79. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in



representation. 60



terms of a neW co-ordinate system.



altered and the steps (b) through (g) are performed.



the ?eld of vieW from at least four of the plurality of spatially distributed data sources.



claim 1, further including inserting information into the



of the vieW, performing the steps (b) through (g), and determining the data or the co-ordinates of the data in



the ?eld of vieW from at least three of the plurality of spatially distributed data sources.



75. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the step (c) includes requesting data for



terms of a neW co-ordinate system.



to the observer When the selectable direction of the vieW is



plurality of different tWo-dimensional layers. 73. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the step (c) includes requesting data for the ?eld of vieW from at least tWo of the plurality of spatially distributed data sources.



?eld of vieW using an automatic position-?xing system. 59. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 58, further including altering the selectable direc



tion of the vieW, performing the steps (b) through (g), and



67. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 58, Wherein the space-related data are provided With references to thematically adjacent data. 68. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 67, Wherein the references are hyperlinks. 69. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 58, Wherein the space-related data are provided With references to further spatial data. 70. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in claim 69, Wherein the references are hyperlinks. 71. The method of pictorial representation de?ned in
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image material into the representation, Wherein the



directly generated image material includes images cap tured by a running camera.
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